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For the Wolf Feiwel & Friends
Moving to Calgary to take over her late
grandmother's junk shop, charm-caster
Alysha Gale learns that she will be
serving the fey community, which proves
to be deeply troubled with problems that
may be more than Alysha's family can
solve. By the author of The Keeper's
Chronicles.
Simon and Schuster
A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical
novel inspired by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant
and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two
women determined to do the right thing and the
power of our own stories. The smallest items can
hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is
exploring her deceased aunt's island estate when
she finds an elaborately stitched piece of fabric
hidden in the house. As she peels back layer upon
layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's life becomes

interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a young Chinese
girl mysteriously driven from her home a century
before. Through the stories Mei Lein tells in silk,
Inara uncovers a tragic truth that will shake her
family to its core—and force her to make an
impossible choice. A touching and tender book
for fans of Marie Benedict, Susanna Kearsley, and
Duncan Jepson.
Ferals Simon and Schuster
A generational saga that mixes historical fiction
with the romance and intrigue of a Latin soap
opera. When Malena Sevilla's tidy, carefully
planned world collapses following her father’s
mysterious suicide, she finds a letter—signed
with an “A”—which reveals that her mother is
very much alive and living in San Isidro, a
quaint town tucked in the Andes Mountains.
Intent on meeting her, Malena arrives at
Alameda Street and meets four sisters who
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couldn’t be more different from one another, but
who share one thing in common: all of their
names begin with an A. To avoid a scandal,
Malena assumes another woman’s identity and
enters their home to discover the truth. Could
her mother be Amanda, the iconoclastic widow
who opens the first tango nightclub in a
conservative town? Ana, the ideal housewife
with a less-than-ideal past? Abigail, the sickly
sister in love with a forbidden man? Or
Alejandra, the artistic introvert scarred by her
cousin’s murder? But living a lie will bring
Malena additional problems, such as falling for
the wrong man and loving a family she may
lose when they learn of her deceit. Worse, her
arrival threatens to expose long-buried secrets
and a truth that may wreck her life forever. Set
in 1960s Ecuador, The Sisters of Alameda
Street is a sweeping story of how one woman’s

search for the truth of her identity forces a
family to confront their own past.
The Sisters of Alameda Street Feiwel & Friends
Recklessly loyal. That's how seventeen-year-old
Arden Huntley has always thought of herself.
Taking care of her loved ones is what gives Arden
purpose in her life and makes her feel like she
matters. But lately she's grown resentful of
everyone--including her needy best friend and her
absent mom--taking her loyalty for granted. Then
Arden stumbles upon a website called Tonight the
Streets Are Ours, the musings of a young New
York City writer named Peter, who gives voice to
feelings that Arden has never known how to
express. He seems to get her in a way that no one
else does, and he hasn't even met her. Until Arden
sets out on a road trip to find him. During one
crazy night out in New York City filled with parties,
dancing, and music--the type of night when
anything can happen, and nearly everything
does--Arden discovers that Peter isn't exactly who
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she thought he was. And maybe she isn't exactly
who she thought she was, either.
Insanity Simon and Schuster
In Meadowdale, Illinois, sixteen-
year-old Violet deals with mean
girls, racism, murder, and being
spurred by immortal Lukas to
accept being an Aiedeo, a
hereditary warrior queen charged
with protecting the world.

Tonight the Streets Are Ours
Disney-Hyperion
Thea's overprotective parents
are about to drive her nuts.
They invade her privacy, ask
too many questions, and
restrict her online time so
much that Thea feels she
can't do any of the things

her friends do. She barely has
time to answer her emails!
When she discovers a new role-
playing game online, Thea
breaks the rules by staying up
late to play. Soon, she's
living a double life: on one
hand, the obedient daughter;
on the other, a girl slipping
deeper into darkness. In the
world of the game, Thea falls
under the spell of Kit, an
older boy whose smarts and
savvy can't defeat his near-
suicidal despair. As Kit draws
soft-hearted Thea into his
drama, she creates a full
plate of cover stories for her
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parents and then even her
friends. Soon, Thea is all
alone in the dark world with
Kit, who worries her more and
more, but also seems to be the
only person who really "gets"
her. Is he frightening or only
terribly sad? Should Thea fear
Kit, or pity him? And now, Kit
wants to come out of the
screen and bring Thea into his
real-life world. As much as
she suspects that this is
wrong, Thea is powerless to
resist Kit's allure, and
hurtles toward the very fate
her parents feared most.
Ripped from a true-life story

of Internet stalking, Who R U
Really? will excite you and
scare you, as Thea's life
spins out of her control.
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk
Feiwel & Friends
ShutterFeiwel & Friends
The Catastrophic History of You
& Me Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Two missing girls. Thirteen
years apart. An intense
psychological thriller for
readers of I Am Watching You,
The Luckiest Girl Alive, and
All the Missing Girls. Olivia
Shaw has been missing since
last Tuesday. She was last seen
outside the entrance of her
elementary school in Hunts
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Point wearing a white spring
jacket, blue jeans, and pink
boots. I force myself to look at
the face in the photo, into her
slightly smudged features, and I
can't bring myself to move.
Olivia Shaw could be my mirror
image, rewound to thirteen years
ago. If you have any knowledge
of Olivia Shaw's whereabouts or
any relevant information, please
contact... I've spent a long
time peering into the faces of
girls on missing posters,
wondering which one replaced me
in that basement. But they were
never quite the right age, the
right look, the right
circumstances. Until Olivia

Shaw, missing for one week
tomorrow. Whoever stole me was
never found. But since I was
taken, there hasn't been another
girl. And now there is.
9 Days and 9 Nights Penguin
For three years, seventeen-year-
old Cas Lowood has carried on his
father's work of dispatching the
murderous dead, traveling with his
kitchen-witch mother and their
spirit-sniffing cat, but
everything changes when he meets
Anna, a girl unlike any ghost he
has faced before.

The Football Girl Penguin
This thrilling YA retelling
of Kurosawa’s Seven Samurai
features a girl tasked with
saving the world from eternal
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darkness. Perfect for fans of
Six of Crows and Marie Lu.
Seventeen-year-old Kira
Fujikawa has never had it
easy. She’s bullied by the
popular girls in school. Her
parents ignore her. And she’s
also plagued with a secret:
She can see yokai, the ghosts
and demons that haunt the
streets of Kyoto. But things
accelerate from bad to worse
when she learns that Shuten-
doji, the demon king, will
rise at the next blood moon to
hunt down an ancient relic and
bring the world to a
catastrophic end. Not exactly

skilled at fighting anything,
much less the dead, Kira
enlists the aid of seven
powerful death gods to help
her slay Shuten-doji. They
include Shiro, a kitsune with
boy-band looks who is more
flirtatious than helpful, and
O-bei, a regal demon courtier
with reasons of her own for
getting involved. As the
confrontation with Shuten-doji
draws nearer, the fate of
Japan hangs in the balance.
Can Kira save humankind? Or
will the demon king succeed in
bringing eternal darkness upon
the world?
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Cyberstorm North Star Editions,
Inc.
The intertwining stories of three
teenagers who find themselves
haunted beyond imagining in the
depths of a Kentucky mental
institution.

Even Monsters Need Haircuts Tor
Books
Ferals is the first book in a
dark, action-packed trilogy
that’s part The Graveyard Book,
part Batman, and all high-
octane adventure. Blackstone
was once a thriving metropolis.
But that was before the Dark
Summer—a wave of violence and
crime that swept through the
city eight years ago,
orchestrated by the fearsome

Spinning Man. Now the Spinning
Man is on the move again, and a
boy named Caw is about to be
caught in his web. Caw has never
questioned his ability to
communicate with crows. But as
the threat of a new Dark Summer
looms, Caw discovers the
underground world of
Blackstone’s ferals—those with
the power to control animals.
Caw is one of them. And to save
his city, he must quickly master
abilities he never knew he had .
. . and prepare to defeat a
darkness he never could have
imagined.
Dating Down Shutter
In this heart-wrenching tale of
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love and loss, a young Marine
and his best friend’s sister
plunge into a forbidden love
affair while he’s home on leave.
When a Marine Chaplain knocks on
her door, Jessa’s heart
breaks—someone she loves is
dead. Killed in action, but is
it Riley or Kit? Her brother or
her boyfriend… Three months
earlier, Marine Kit Ryan finds
himself back home on leave and
dangerously drawn to his best
friend Riley’s sister, Jessa—the
one girl he can’t have.
Exhausted from fighting his
feelings, Kit finally gives in,
and Jessa isn’t strong enough to
resist diving headfirst into a

passionate relationship. But
what was just supposed to be a
summer romance develops into
something far greater than
either of them expected. Jessa’s
finally found the man of her
dreams and Kit’s finally
discovered there’s someone he’d
sacrifice everything for. When
it’s time for Kit to redeploy,
neither one is ready to say
goodbye. Jessa vows to wait for
him and Kit promises to come
home to her. No matter what. But
as Jessa stands waiting for the
Marine Chaplain to break her
heart, she can’t help but feel
that Kit has broken his promise…
Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley? Her
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brother or her boyfriend? Who’s
coming home to her?
Dark Orbit Harlequin
A quirky, darkly funny novel from
an acclaimed author--great for
fans of Libba Bray and E.
Lockhart. Normandy Pale and her
friends are The Truth Commission.
They have no fear; they're
committed to exposing the things
that no one else is brave enough
or tactless enough to ask about at
their high school for artists. But
then, one of their truth targets
says to Normandy: "If you want to
know about the truth, you might
want to look a little closer to
home." Written as "narrative
nonfiction" by Normandy herself,
this unique--and uniquely
compelling--story features

footnotes, illustrations and a
combination of mystery/love story
that will capture readers from the
first page.

Shutter Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (BYR)
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER! The first
daughter is for the Throne.
The second daughter is for
the Wolf. An instant NYT
bestseller and word-of-mouth
sensation, this dark,
romantic debut fantasy weaves
the unforgettable tale of a
young woman who must be
sacrificed to the legendary
Wolf of the Wood to save her
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kingdom. But not all legends
are true, and the Wolf isn't
the only danger lurking in the
Wilderwood. As the only Second
Daughter born in centuries,
Red has one purpose—to be
sacrificed to the Wolf in the
Wood in the hope he'll return
the world's captured gods. Red
is almost relieved to go.
Plagued by a dangerous power
she can't control, at least
she knows that in the
Wilderwood, she can't hurt
those she loves. Again. But
the legends lie. The Wolf is a
man, not a monster. Her magic
is a calling, not a curse. And

if she doesn't learn how to
use it, the monsters the gods
have become will swallow the
Wilderwood—and her
world—whole. "If you ever
wished Beauty and the Beast
had more eldritch forest
monsters and political
machinations, this is the
romance for you."?Alix E.
Harrow, author of The Ten
Thousand Doors of January "A
brilliant dark fantasy debut!"
—Jodi Picoult, NYT bestselling
author
The Enchantment Emporium
Bloomsbury Publishing USA
Featuring stories from R.L.
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Stine and Madeleine Roux, this
middle grade horror anthology,
curated by New York Times
bestselling author and master of
macabre Jonathan Maberry, is a
chilling tribute to Alvin
Schwartz’s Scary Stories to Tell
in the Dark. Flesh-hungry ogres?
Brains full of spiders? Haunted
houses you can’t escape? This
collection of 35 terrifying
stories from the Horror Writers
Association has it all,
including ghastly illustrations
from Iris Compiet that will
absolutely chill readers to the
bone. So turn off your lamps,
click on your flashlights, and
prepare—if you dare—to be

utterly spooked! The complete
list of writers: Linda D.
Addison, Courtney Alameda,
Jonathan Auxier, Gary A.
Braunbeck, Z Brewer, Aric
Cushing, John Dixon, Tananarive
Due, Jamie Ford, Kami Garcia,
Christopher Golden, Tonya
Hurley, Catherine Jordan,
Sherrilyn Kenyon, Alethea
Kontis, N.R. Lambert, Laurent
Linn, Amy Lukavics, Barry Lyga,
D.J. MacHale, Josh Malerman,
James A. Moore, Michael
Northrop, Micol Ostow, Joanna
Parypinksi, Brendan Reichs,
Madeleine Roux, R.L. Stine,
Margaret Stohl, Gaby Triana,
Luis Alberto Urrea, Rosario
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Urrea, Kim Ventrella, Sheri
White, T.J. Wooldridge, Brenna
Yovanoff

Come Back to Me Harper
Collins
In a world where every word
and gesture is copyrighted,
patented or trademarked, one
girl elects to remain silent
rather than pay to speak, and
her defiant and unexpected
silence threatens to unravel
the very fabric of society.
Speth Jime is anxious to
deliver her Last Day speech
and celebrate her transition
into adulthood. The moment
she turns fifteen, Speth must

pay for every word she speaks
(“Sorry” is a flat ten dollars
and a legal admission of
guilt), for every nod
($0.99/sec), for every scream
($0.99/sec) and even every
gesture of affection. She’s
been raised to know the
consequences of falling into
debt, and can’t begin to
imagine the pain of having her
eyes shocked for speaking
words that she’s unable to
afford. But when Speth’s
friend Beecher commits suicide
rather than work off his
family’s crippling debt, she
can’t express her shock and
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dismay without breaking her
Last Day contract and sending
her family into Collection.
Backed into a corner, Speth
finds a loophole: rather than
read her speech—rather than
say anything at all—she closes
her mouth and vows never to
speak again. Speth’s
unexpected defiance of
tradition sparks a media
frenzy, inspiring others to
follow in her footsteps, and
threatens to destroy her, her
family and the entire city
around them.
The Death and Life of Zebulon
Finch, Volume One

HarperCollins
Micheline Helsing is a
tetrachromat -- a girl who
sees the auras of the undead
in a prismatic spectrum. As
one of the last descendants
of the Van Helsing lineage,
she has trained since
childhood to destroy monsters
both corporeal and spiritual:
the corporeal undead go down
by the bullet, the spiritual
undead by the lens. With an
analog SLR camera as her best
weapon, Micheline exorcises
ghosts by capturing their
spiritual energy on film.
She's aided by her crew:
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Oliver, a techno-whiz and the
boy who developed her camera's
technology; Jude, who can
predict death; and Ryder, the
boy Micheline has known and
loved forever. When a routine
ghost hunt goes awry,
Micheline and the boys are
infected with a curse known as
a soulchain. As the ghostly
chains spread through their
bodies, Micheline learns that
if she doesn't exorcise her
entity in seven days or less,
she and her friends will die.
Now pursued as a renegade
agent by her monster-hunting
father, Leonard Helsing, she

must track and destroy an
entity more powerful than
anything she's faced before .
. . or die trying. Lock,
stock, and lens, she's in for
one hell of a week.
Shutter Tu Books
Sixteen-year-old Cara Lange has
always been a loner, even more
so since she moved away from
her best and only friend, Zoe,
a few years ago. Cara mostly
spends her time avoiding the
popular girls who call her
'choker' after a humiliating
incident in the cafeteria, and
watching Ethan Gray from a
distance, wishing he would
finally notice her. Then one
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day Cara comes home and finds
Zoe waiting for her. Zoe's on
the run from problems at home,
and Cara agrees to help her
hide. With Zoe back, Cara's life
changes overnight. Zoe gives her
a new look and new confidence,
and before she can blink, Cara
is flirting with Ethan and
getting invited to parties. And
best of all, she has her best
friend to confide in again. But
just as quickly as Cara's life
came together, it starts to
unravel. A girl goes missing in
her town, and everyone is a
suspect ~ including Ethan. Worse
still, Zoe starts behaving very
strangely, and Cara begins to

wonder what exactly her friend
does all day when she's at
school. You're supposed to be
able to trust your best friend
no matter what, but what if she
turns into a total stranger?

Sunker's Deep National
Geographic Books
In this heart-pounding YA
mystery, teenager Claire
Takata stumbles on a secret
from the past and must race
to outrun her father's
dangerous legacy.
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